In topic identification (topic ID) on real-world unstructured audio, an audio instance of variable topic shifts is first broken into sequential segments, and each segment is independently classified. We first present a general purpose method for topic ID on spoken segments in low-resource languages, using a cascade of universal acoustic modeling, translation lexicons to English, and English-language topic classification. Next, instead of classifying each segment independently, we demonstrate that exploring the contextual dependencies across sequential segments can provide large improvements. In particular, we propose an attention-based contextual model which is able to leverage the contexts in a selective manner. We test both our contextual and non-contextual models on four LORELEI languages, and on all but one our attention-based contextual model significantly outperforms the context-independent models.
INTRODUCTION
Storing and digitizing vast amounts of audio data such as broadcast news, telephone conversations, meetings, and lectures is now commonplace. However, to search, organize and analyze these large audio collections requires the development of new computational tools. Topic identification (topic ID) from speech is one such human language technology that aims to identify topics or themes present in a speech recording.
Since audio data lacks the paragraphs and punctuation markings that naturally define semantically coherent chunks of text, long audio recordings of varying topic shifts must first be segmented, often manually. Then the standard approach to topic ID from speech is to (i) develop automatic speech recognition (ASR) systems to decode each speech segment into word sequences, (ii) produce intermediate vector representations of the hypothesized word sequences for each segment, and (iii) learn a classifier from text/topic pairs and apply it to the vector representation of each segment independently. However, such standard approach has many drawbacks, especially in a low-resource scenario: building ASR and topic classifiers in a new language requires a large amount of transcribed speech and topic-labeled text in the language, neither of which may be present. Furthermore, accurate topic inference or language understanding in general may require interpretation from adjacent segments. For instance, tasks such as anaphora resolution or entity disambiguation critically depend on contextual clues. This work was supported by DARPA LORELEI Grant Nō HR0011-15-2-0024. The authors thank Zhongqiang Huang at the Raytheon BBN Technologies, USA, for his help with the machine translation systems.
To study these challenges, we evaluate our topic ID performance in the DARPA LORELEI (Low Resource Languages for Emergent Incidents) Program framework. The program's goal is to develop human language technologies to support humanitarian assistance and disaster relief operations in locations where a low-resource language is spoken, also referred to as an incident language (IL) in the LORELEI terminology [1, 2] . To provide situational awareness based on IL sources, one component task in LORELEI, called the Situation Frame (SF) task, involves building systems to provide meta-data for text and speech documents. These documents and associated metadata are collectively referred to as situation frames (SFs) and consist of the following items:
• situation type, also simply referred to as topic,
• geographic localization,
• status (temporal, resolution or urgency) of the situation. An SF system should automatically identify all the SFs covered in the text or speech collection of IL. In this paper we focus on building topic ID technology to enable situation type identification from speech.
In order to simulate realistic disaster scenarios, the LORELEI speech corpora are divided into IL corpora -corpora which typically contain unlabeled data in a low-resource language pertaining to one or more emergent disasters -and related language corpora for which annotated data, possibly from high-resource languages, is provided. In both cases the audio data is collected "in the wild", and for a diverse set of languages. These data are collected, manually segmented, and annotated by APPEN [3] for the LORELEI program. We refer to each unsegmented audio file as one spoken document. Since audio file segmentations are provided, each document consists of a sequence of segments, and each segment lasts around one minute on average and no more than 2 minutes. There are 11 predefined topics chosen according to the LORELEI program scope, as shown in Table 2 . Any speech segment categorized by at least one of these topics is defined as in-domain data, otherwise as out-of-domain that can be viewed as the 12th topic label. Table 1 shows an example spoken document that is split into 7 segments with varying topic.
In this paper, we focus particularly on the IL scenario for which the only annotated data are from related (development) languages in addition to a very small amount of IL topic labeled data or IL transcribed speech (minutes rather than hours) which may be obtained.
RELATED WORK
Prior work of topic ID on speech [4, 5, 6, 7] has focused on conversational telephone speech such as LDC's Fisher and Switchboard collections, where topic ID was performed for each whole conversation. Since the two participants of each conversation were prompted to speak on one single topic, no conversation segmentation was needed. Furthermore, since each conversation contains a single topic and 
Evacuation
USE 080 USE 080 007 ... since they were forced to evacuate so a lot of them will be seeing their homes and properties for the first time tonight ... lasts 5-10 minutes, the classification task is relatively straightforward. The LORELEI collections, however, provide a more challenging and realistic scenario, where wildly collected audio recordings can be extremely long, of varying length, and contain multiple topic shifts at variable locations in the audio. For this reason each audio document in the LORELEI data is first segmented by APPEN [3] , and then topic ID is required on the much shorter resulting segments.
Evacuation, Shelter
To solve the LORELEI task, prior work [8] used a mismatched ASR to directly decode IL speech, while [9] proposed sharing common phonemic representation among languages and transferring acoustic models trained on higher-resource (potentially related) language(s). After ASR, [8, 9] translated both development (dev) and incident languages into English words, used the translated dev language data along with the given topic label annotations to learn English-language topic models and then classify the translated IL data. Additionally, instead of using ASR to convert speech into sequences of words, [10, 11, 9] also investigated unsupervised techniques to automatically discover and decode IL speech segments into phone-like units via acoustic unit discovery (AUD), or into wordlike units via unsupervised term discovery (UTD). However, only small amount of IL topic labels might be available to learn classifiers based on AUD/UTD tokenized segments, though [9] showed marginal gains by combining them with the above cascade approach that implemented ASR, machine translation (MT) and operated on English words.
Extensive work on text classification has also been explored to date. For example, each word can be mapped to word embedding vector and concatenated as inputs to convolutional neural network [12] or recursive/recurrent neural networks [13, 14] , with a final softmax classification layer. [15] demonstrated improved classification performance by using hierarchical attention networks to learn both word-and sentence-level attentions, enabling the models to attend differentially to more and less important words/sentences. However, all the above work is focused on classifying each data instance (i.e. each single sentence, conversation, or document) individually, and independently from the rest of data instances. Data instances in close proximity to each other may incorporate contextual information that can be exploited by contextual modeling. Thus we note that our LORELEI topic ID task, which is formulated as multi-label classification for each speech segment in a spoken document, is similar to the domain or intent classification in a multi-turn spoken language understanding (SLU) component of a dialog system [16, 17, 18] . One conversation session between user and dialog system, which can be viewed as one spoken document, may include multiple turns, and the user query in each turn is a spoken segment; thus, each segment needs to be classified into one of the supported domains or user intents, as classified into topic(s). [16, 17, 18] have shown that SLU may require contextual interpretation from the dialog history, and the SLU models that incorporate the semantic contexts of preceding user utterances and system outputs outperform those without context. Therefore, in this paper, we investigate if the propagation of contextual information across spoken segments can improve topic ID, although the spoken segment that is one minute long on average in our case is often much longer and more semantically self-contained than the typical utterance of a few words in SLU systems.
UNIVERSAL PHONE SET ASR
We attempt to provide language universal acoustic models by training on many languages sharing a common phonemic representation. We then transfer these models to a new language via a pronunciation lexicon with the same phonemic representation as used in training. We refer to this ASR as universal phone set ASR and we use the same approach as in [9] . Following [9] , for experiments on Tigrinya and Oromo, we use the same selection of 10 BABEL languages for ASR training (∼600h). For Russian, we use 10h subsets of 21 BABEL languages (∼200h) in training (all except Haitian, Vietnamese, Amharic, Georgian). This reduces training time, provides better phoneme coverage, and performs as well or better in word error rate (WER) as the 10 language ASR on the BABEL Haitian, Amharic and Georgian dev sets. The final acoustic models are time-delay neural networks (TDNNs, [19] ) trained with the lattice-free version of the maximum mutual information (LF-MMI) criterion [20] .
During a LORELEI evaluation we also have access to a few hours (2-10) of consultation with a native informant (NI), a native speaker of the IL. From these interactions we collected an additional 15-30 minutes of IL speech data in both Tigrinya and Oromo. We use this data to adapt the ASR for both languages using the same weight transfer approach as in [21] . Since the source languages and ILs use the same phoneset, all layers of the seed neural network (trained on the source languages), including the final layer, were transferred and trained for one epoch on the IL transcribed data.
TOPIC IDENTIFICATION
To leverage the supervised topic annotations of speech segments in multiple dev languages, we represent each speech segment in all languages as a bag of English words. We derive this representation by building ASR systems to decode the speech and then translate each decoded word into its most likely English translations 1 . Support vector machine (SVM) or neural network (NN) based topic classifiers can then be learned by using these English word representations of speech segments in foreign languages along with their associated topic labels. Thus, using only a translation lexicon, we can always perform topic ID on an IL without its transcribed or topic-labeled speech by using the unadapted universal phone set ASR to decode and translate its speech segments into English words.
Learning spoken segment representations
Since English word sequences generated using translation tables lack proper syntax, we represent speech segments using a bag-ofwords model over the generated English words. Each speech segment is represented by a vector of unigram occurrence counts over the generated English word sequences and scaled to produce a term frequency-inverse document frequency (tf-idf) feature, which is then normalized to 2 norm unit length. Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) [22] transformation can then be learned from the tf-idf features. This transformation effectively merges the dimensions corresponding to words with similar meanings, and maps the high-dimensional tf-idf vectors to a much smaller dimension vector space.
We can also append other auxiliary features to the tf-idf or LSA representations of speech segments. Since our datasets contain segments with music, many of which are out-of-domain, we found that features indicating the substantial presence of music are particularly useful. To generate these features, we build music detectors from the MUSAN dataset [23] and for each speech segment the music detector produces a posterior probability that a substantial portion of music is present. Denoting the tf-idf/LSA vector as x ∈ R d , the music posterior as δ ∈ (0, 1), and the vector concatenation operation as ⊕, our new representation can be created as x ⊕ δ.
Non-contextual modeling using SVM and NN
Since each speech segment is represented by a vector x and can be associated with one or multiple topics, we perform topic ID by doing multi-label classifications. The baseline approach is the binary relevance method, which independently trains one binary SVM classifier for each label, and a segment is evaluated by each classifier to determine if the respective label applies. We use stochastic gradient descent (SGD) based linear SVMs with hinge loss and 2 norm regularization [24, 25] .
Another approach based on feedforward NN 2 is to use an output layer with sigmoid output nodes, one for each label, and train the NN to minimize the binary cross entropy loss defined as
where Θnn denotes the NN parameters, y is the target binary vector of topic labels, o k and y k are the output and the target for label k, and the number of unique labels K = 12.
Contextual modeling using RNN
We explore using recurrent neural network (RNN) to capture the dependencies between context segments. Different RNN variants can be used such as the Elman RNN, long short-term memory (LSTM), or gated recurrent unit (GRU). We denote an RNN simply as a mapping φ : Consider a spoken document that consists of n spoken segments, as exemplified in Table 1 . For each i = 1 . . . n, the segment i is represented by a vector xi ∈ R d . The document is represented as
We encode X using a bidirectional RNN (BiRNN), and the model parameters Θrnn associated with this BiRNN layer are
Thus the segment representation vectors are encoded by forward and backward RNNs as
We assume zero initial state vectors f0 and bn+1. And a contextual representation is induced as hi = fi ⊕ bi ∀i = 1 . . . n. We denote the entire operation as a mapping BiRNNΘ rnn :
(h1 . . . hn) ← BiRNNΘ rnn (x1 . . . xn). Therefore, instead of the non-contextual xi, the contextual hi is used as input to the feedforward fully connected layers for final classification:
oi ← NNΘ nn (hi) ∀i = 1 . . . n where oi denotes the final output vector. The joint loss L(Θrnn, Θnn) = n i=1 L(Θnn; hi, y i ) is calculated by Eq. 1.
Contextual modeling using attention
Consider a spoken document X as above. For each target segment xi, RNNs implicitly encode its context segments as fi−1/bi+1, but the RNN non-linear transformations make it hard to control the interaction between segments. Instead, we explicitly perform a convex combination of the target and context segments using an attention mechanism [26] . For each i = 1 . . . n, now consider classifying xi. We aim to produce a new contextual vector representation ci to replace xi, by combining xi and its contexts X \ xi. Then each ci is followed by fully connected layers for final classification as in Section 4.2. To do so, let zi be a categorical latent variable with sample space {1 . . . n}, which encodes the desired selection among X based on a query q i . We let the query be xi itself, i.e., q i = xi, since xi has been produced specifically to encode the semantic information pertaining to segment i. Then we assume the source position to be selected and attended to follows a distribution, zi ∼ p(zi = j|q i , X), ∀j = 1 . . . n, and therefore the contextual representation ci is defined as an expectation: Fig. 1 . Illustration of the proposed contextual modeling using attention, which operates on a spoken document of 4 segments, and leverages each 1-nearest left and right context segments to classify the target xi, for each i = 1 . . . 4.
The weight αij of each xj is computed by
where eij = f (q i , xj), called an alignment model [26] that scores how important the segment j is to help classify the query segment i. We parameterize it with a single-layer NN,
where σ is an activation function, and W1, W2 ∈ R d ×d , w, b1 ∈ R d , b2 ∈ R 1 are the weight matrices and jointly learned with all the other NN parameters. Note that to classify the target xi, the contexts close to xi can be more relevant than the distant ones, so we can also use a truncated context window and only consider its L/R nearest left/right contexts, i.e., for each j = max(0, i − L) . . . min(i + R, n) in Eq. 3, 4 and 5. The complete modeling framework is illustrated in Figure 1 , which uses the 1-nearest left and right contexts (i.e. when L = R = 1).
The intuition behind such process is that, although the overall feature vector xi may not be salient enough to produce high posteriors for the correct topic labels, certain feature dimensions in xi are indicative of the correct topics, so that the alignment model of Eq. 5 can still capture those informative feature dimensions and give the useful context segments higher scores eij and higher weights αij. The weights are used in a convex combination of Eq. 3 such that the useful context features are explicitly combined to produce a contextual representation ci.
In contrast with the deterministic RNN mapping, the attention mechanism allows for selectively using the contexts in a dynamic manner. Consider that, given the left contexts of xi, the forward RNN produces a context vector fi−1 as in Eq. 2, and the context vector fi−1 is used in a deterministic function φ f (xi, fi−1) regardless of whatever the xi is. However, given different xi, the attention model is able to produce different context weights given different input query vector q i (since q i = xi in Eq. 5); i.e., the contexts will be weighted accordingly for different xi, so that any context can only be effectively used when the attention model detects its relevance and gives it a high weight by Eq. 4 and 5. The alignment model (Eq. 5) is explicitly learned as a selector to dynamically detect relevant and useful contexts over irrelevant ones.
However, as yet, given a fixed input query q i , the alignment model of Eq. 5 equally considers the other input features xj, for each j = 1 . . . n, in the attention computation, remaining unaware of that the segment i is being the target one to classify. Therefore, inspired by the position-based gating procedure in [27] , the scores eij can be penalized based on the relative position of the context segment j and target i before being normalized to weight αij:
, ∀j = 1 . . . n (6) where d(i, j) is a gating function of one hidden layer NN and logistic sigmoid output ([0, 1]):
where σ1 is an activation function (tanh), σ2 a sigmoid function, and w1, w2, b1, b2 ∈ R 1 . Such additional gating procedure helps favor the weight of target xi and penalize the effects of any contexts far from the target, so that it can presumably prevent ci (Eq. 3) from being overwhelmed by context segments regardless of the target xi. Table 3 . LORELEI speech data description. |D doc | denotes the number of documents. |Dseg| denotes the number of segments. Manual transcripts are provided for US English corpus. The dev and eval datasets we used are as shown in Table 3 . For Turkish, Arabic, Spanish and English 3 , each language is a single dataset and seen as dev set. Their topic label annotations for all segments are given, and used for training the topic ID classifiers.
For Mandarin, Tigrinya and Oromo 4 , each language has one DEV and EVAL set respectively; true topic labels on these DEV sets are unavailable, so we selected some segments, collected their hypothesized topic labels from NI, and included them into the classifier training. Also on these DEV sets, we selected some segments for the NI to transcribe and used them for ASR adaptation 5 . More NI details can be found in [9] . The EVAL sets of these three languages, in addition to the single Russian dataset 6 , are provided with true topic annotations and are used for evaluating the system performance. 3 Turkish (LDC2016E109), Arabic (LDC2016E123), Spanish (LDC2016E127), and US English (LDC2017E50). Since Spanish set is overwhelmed by the segments of topic "Elections and Politics", we filtered out all segments that include that topic. 4 Mandarin DEV (LDC2016E108), Mandarin EVAL (LDC2016E115), Tigrinya DEV (LDC2017E35), Tigrinya EVAL (LDC2017E37), Oromo DEV (LDC2017E36), and Oromo EVAL (LDC2017E38) 5 The total given NI session for consultation was 2 hours for Mandarin, 10 hours each for Tigrinya and Oromo. Only on Tigrinya and Oromo DEV sets, we collected transcribed speech from the NI, 27 mins and 18 mins respectively. 6 Russian (LDC2016E111)
In sum, when evaluating on Mandarin EVAL or the Russian dataset, the training data for learning topic ID models consists of Turkish, Arabic, Spanish, US English and Mandarin DEV. When evaluating on Tigrinya EVAL or Oromo EVAL, we use the same training data in addition to Tigrinya DEV or Oromo DEV, respectively.
Evaluation metrics
Under the LORELEI Speech SF evaluation framework as described in [2] , topic ID system outputs are evaluated in two layers using average precision (AP, equal to the area under the precision-recall curve). The Relevance layer is to separate the segments with at least 1 in-domain topic from non-relevant out-of-domain segments. Specifically, each segment is given 11 posteriors over each in-domain topic, and the Relevance scorer takes the maximum one as the indomain posterior, and compares it against the true binary label to compute the AP. The Type layer is to detect all present in-domain topics. Type scorer computes the micro-averaged precision and recall across 11 in-domain topics, and then compute the AP.
ASR
Audio transcripts exist only for the LORELEI English speech dataset. For the Turkish, Arabic, Spanish and Mandarin datasets, we used preexisting transcribed speech corpora, as shown in Table 3 , to train ASR systems with Kaldi [32] , and then decoded the LORELEI datasets using the appropriate ASR. For Russian, Tigrinya and Oromo, transcribed speech corpora were unavailable and we used the universal phone set ASR to decode each corpus. For the Tigrinya and Oromo the pronunciation lexicons were obtained as described in [9] . For Russian, we used wikt2pron [33] to generate a seed lexicon by scraping Wiktionary for XSAMPA pronunciations of all Russian words found in the provided monolingual text and then proceeded as in [9] . We also filtered out all words not written in Cyrillic, and to discard apparent misspellings, we used only the 600k most frequent remaining words. Note that speech segment lengths vary between 5 seconds and 2 minutes, with an average duration of about one minute. Since ASR systems have difficulty decoding long segments, we further segmented the audio using either the overlapped segmentation approach as in [34] , or voice-activity-detection (VAD) again as in [9] . For the overlapped segmentation, we used chunks 15 seconds long repeated every 10 seconds and then filtered the transcripts by removing words whose midpoints were within 2.5 seconds to the chunk edge before combining them into a single transcript.
In addition, we trained two Gaussian mixture models (GMMs) on the speech and music portions of MUSAN [23] . Each speech segment is split into 15 second chunks but without overlap. Then for each chunk, two average frame-level log-likelihoods were calculated by the music and speech GMMs respectively, to further produce a musicto-speech log-likelihood ratio γ. γ went through a sigmoid function and produced a posterior score. Finally for each speech segment, we used the maximum posterior score over all chunks as the music posterior feature δ for that segment, which was then concatenated to the LSA features (Section 4.1).
MT
Supervised topic label information in various languages can all be projected into English topic classifiers through bilingual (i.e., foreign language to English) translation lexicons. Each bilingual MT table was derived from the parallel training data with words aligned automatically by the GIZA++ [35] and Berkeley aligner [36] , independently under the MT effort. Any preexisting training data can be used in addition to the data provided by the LORELEI program. We translated each foreign word in the ASR transcript into its four most likely English translations. Then we mapped any unicode data into their nearest ASCII characters, and filtered stop words using the lists from [25, 37] , and any words with three or fewer characters.
Topic ID models
First, the tf-idf or LSA features were learned as described in Section 4.1. For the four eval languages overall, we found LSA dimensions over {300, 600, 900} can generally produce improvements over tf-idf features, and the ones we finally used are shown in Table 4 .
The non-contextual SVM and NN were learned as in Section 4.2. Contextual RNN and attention based models are described in Section 4.3 and 4.4 respectively. Also, validation data is needed for model parameter tuning and during NN training. While evaluating Mandarin, we left a small portion out of the training data as validation data. While evaluating Tigrinya, Oromo and Russian, we used the Mandarin EVAL dataset as validation data. The performance of SVMs did not vary much after 30 SGD epochs. While each NNbased model was trained for up to 50 epochs, the model with the best accuracy on the validation data was used for evaluation on the eval data. For each experiment, we repeated it 5 times, and the means are reported in Table 5 (standard deviation is omitted for clarity).
Some parameters were tuned and shared for all languages. SVMs used 2 regularization constant 0.001 on tf-idf features. All NNbased models had hidden layer size 512 and rectified linear unit (ReLU) nonlinearities, and were trained with Adam optimizer [38] . Non-contextual NN used mini-batch size of 256 spoken segments. Contextual RNN or attention based models used the mini-batch size of 6 spoken documents. For RNN-based models, we found GRU slightly outperformed the conventional Elman RNN or LSTM, and we used the GRU layer that took the LSA features as inputs.
The remaining parameters were the same when evaluating Mandarin, Tigrinya and Oromo, but differed for Russian, as shown in Table 4 . When evaluating Russian, we found using SVM 2 regularization constant 0.001 on LSA features, one NN hidden layer and dropout rate 0.5 gave much better results instead; presumably because the universal phone set ASR for Russian was unadapted, the resulting transcripts were more noisy and required stronger regularization. Also, we used one GRU layer directly followed by the output layer. Each contextual vector ci (Section 4.4) was followed by one hidden layer instead of two. Note that we used the above model parameters different from other three eval languages to obtain optimal results for both Russian non-contextual and contextual models, so that the comparisons between the two are fair. In other words, within each eval language, we focus on drawing fair comparisons between its optimal non-contextual and contextual models. Table 5 first shows the results based on non-contextual model SVM and NN. The LSA transformation on tf-idf features substantially Table 5 . Topic Identification average precision results on LORELEI speech datasets. Attention 1 or Attention 2 are to use 1 or 2 nearest context segments, respectively. POS denotes that the additional position-based gating procedure is enabled. Last row shows 10-fold cross-validation results on each eval set using ASR transcripts and true topic labels (without using MT or any other dev set), as oracle results for comparison.
Non-contextual topic ID results

Mandarin
Russian improved performance across the board, and also mapped the highdimensional tf-idf vectors (around 25k) to a dimension small enough for the LSA features to be used as inputs to NN-based models. Additionally, appending auxiliary music posteriors (Section 4.1) to the LSA features can produce large gains, except on Mandarin; we found for the Mandarin dataset music was less indicative of out-of-domain topics. Finally, feedforward NNs were generally more competitive than linear SVMs when using the same input LSA features. Table 5 further shows the results of our experiments using the proposed contextual RNN and attention models. The GRU-based contextual models outperformed the best non-contextual NN models on Russian and Oromo, but not on Mandarin or Tigrinya. For Mandarin, we had a high-performing ASR system trained on about 600 hrs of transcribed speech, so the Mandarin transcripts were much more accurate than other languages, which presumably made it more difficult to improve the non-contextual baseline results; inference from contexts might be helpful to recover the ASR errors in the target segment, and thus better ASR transcripts often allow for confident classification without having to consider additional contexts. For Tigrinya EVAL set, we found around 72% of the segments were out-of-domain; i.e., if a target segment is mostly surrounded by out-of-domain segments, using its contexts can give adverse effects, and the overall results can be worse than the context-independent counterparts. We further experimented with contextual attention based models, using the contexts of 1 or 2 nearest left and right segments, i.e. when L = R = 1 or L = R = 2 in Section 4.4. The attention-based models outperformed the non-contextual models, except on Tigrinya, due to the overwhelming amount of out-of-domain segments, as discussed above. However, we can match the performance of the noncontextual models on Tigrinya, with only a small performance loss in the other languages, by using the additional gating mechanism in Eq. 6. The gating mechanism partially penalizes the context effects and makes the model aware of the target segment location. Note that, the attention-based models consistently outperformed the RNNbased models, and it demonstrates the efficacy of the gated attention mechanism that dynamically selects and uses more relevant contexts instead of receiving contexts in a deterministic manner.
Contextual topic ID results
Overall, with respect to the best context-independent models, the contextual attention based models produced comparable performance on Tigrinya, and produced significant performance improvements on the rest three eval languages. Also, the results of using wider contexts, i.e., 2-nearest left and right segments, were comparable to those of using 1-nearest only. In addition, the attention function we used in Eq. 5 is also called additive attention, and we found it outperformed the dot-product (multiplicative) attention [39] . We also experimented with multi-head attention [39] and component (or multi-dimensional) attention [40] , but none of these techniques can give us better results, presumably due to the small size of our topic model training data.
Ten-fold cross validation analysis
So far, we have only used English translations of each dev and eval language to resolve the language mismatch, but the training and eval datasets can be severely mismatched. An oracle result against which we can compare is the 10-fold cross validation (CV) performance on each eval set itself, where each experiment uses part of the true eval set topic labels for training. For each eval language, we split the corresponding eval set into 10 folds, used the extracted LSA features over the raw ASR transcripts (without translation or any data from other language), completed 10 monolingual supervised SVM classifications with true topic labels, and reported the average of each 10 experiments as shown in the last row of Table 5 .
For each language, such 10-fold CV results give us estimates of the topline numbers we could achieve with around 700 in-domain training exemplars. First, the gap between each topline number and the full accuracy (i.e. AP = 1) indicates the given ASR quality and the intrinsic difficulty of each eval dataset. Next, comparing our crosslingual approach with such monolingual topline, we found using the above contextual topic ID approach had reduced the gap on Mandarin, and surpassed the topline on Russian and Oromo, while falling behind on Tigrinya (due to the train-test discrepancy in the amount of out-ofdomain segment occurrences as discussed in Section 5.3).
CONCLUSIONS
Audio collected in the wild may contain many topic shifts, and we need to perform topic ID on a sequence of segmented audio. Each resulting speech segment is of reasonable length and semantically self-contained, such that each of them can be independently classified. However, we have performed comprehensive experiments on the LORELEI datasets in a realistic low-resource scenario, and have found that exploiting the context segments can provide significant topic ID performance improvements over the context-independent models. Finally, comparing our contextual frameworks, we demonstrate that the proposed attention modeling which leverages context segments in a selective approach can consistently outperform the RNN-based alternatives.
